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Conference summary
This summary captures a two-day programme of presentations, panel discussions
and interactive dialogue on ways the church can restore dignity to trafficked persons,
which took place from 14 to 15 November in Abuja.
The conference brought together seventy-three [73] participants which included
government representatives, chiefs of not for profit organisations and the church
from 14 countries to dialogue on how to integrate trafficked persons back into
society, harness existing intervention alternatives, and determine possible and
sustainable ways to meaningfully engage rescued victims of human trafficking.

It also provided valuable networking opportunities and set the stage for further
cooperation among the church, not-for-profit organizations and some government
institutions in Africa and beyond.

The conference began with an opening Mass officiated by the President of the
Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Nigeria Most Rev Augustine Obiora Akubeze.
Sequel to this, opening remarks were given by different representatives of the
Catholic Church in Nigeria, and continued with interactive panel discussions,
presentations and briefings on topics of interest to human trafficking. It concluded
with a set of presentations of real-world cases describing new and noteworthy
initiatives relevant to the conference theme, specifically on sustainable economic
empowerment concept using the Grow Edo Initiative as practiced by the Santa Marta
Group and the Catholic Archdiocese of Benin city, Edo, south of Nigeria, as a
prototype which can be adapted in different regions of the African continent.
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Session 1: Welcome and opening statements
The Board Chairman of Caritas Nigeria, Archbishop Matthew Manoso Ndagoso of
Kaduna Archdiocese, gave the opening prayer.

In his introductory remarks, the National director of Caritas Nigeria, Very Rev. Fr.
Evaristus Bassey, recounted the journey of localising Santa Maria group into Caritas
Nigeria for the purpose of this conference. He also numerated various activities
being undertaken by Caritas in the last 8 years especially in the area of humanitarian
services, advocacies and emergencies.

Most Rev. A. Akubeze, President of the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, in
the welcome address, identified corruption as the bane of poverty which in turn leads
to human trafficking in Nigeria. He encouraged participants to come up with
sustainable solutions towards combating this menace.

His

Eminence

John

Cardinal

Onaiyekan, Metropolitan Archbishop
of Abuja, having been involved with
Santa Marta activities from inception,
explained the aims and objectives of
the body. He observed that while
genuine migratory movements take place internationally, natural disasters, climate
change etc, force many people out of their environment and traffickers sometimes
take advantage of these, especially sexually exploiting children. He listed the prime
focuses of the conference as: (1) take the Santa Marta Group narrative to places of
origin of the victims; (2) ask why people run away from their homes; (3) the
phenomenon of local trafficking in villages, as villages empty while cities congest;
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(4) Intervention in Africa as majority of African refugees move within Africa while
a few go out to other continents; (5) replicate Santa Marta Group strategies in Africa
where possible; (6) Launch more Church campaigns against human trafficking; (7)
Address root causes of irregular migration due to poverty, exaggerated expectations,
greed, shortcut to riches, amongst others.

Rev. Msgr. Canon James Edward
Cronin represented the chairperson,
Santa Marta Group, UK, Bishop
Patrick Lynch. He recalled His
Holiness

Pope

Francis

spoke

passionately at the recently concluded
synod on how more than 40 million
people were held in slavery hence the urgency to fight human trafficking. He
advocated for networking by the Catholic Church through the Old Testament
approach of Church helping Church and communities helping communities. Cronin
highlighted the Pope’s statement that the Church is not an NGO but seeks to exhibit
human tenderness to one another through protection, prevention and care.

There were goodwill messages from Santa Marta Intl, UNODC, ECOWAS,
NAPTIP, and the Human Rights Commission.

Session 2: Victims Experience
Three victims shared their heart-rending experiences with the participants. For the
sake of privacy though, none of these experiences were captured on record.
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Session 3: Overview of (TIP) trafficking in persons
Leonard Kobina Ackon, the Church and Community Relations Director – of
International Justice Mission, Ghana chaired the discussion on the overview of
trafficking in persons.

Fr Lambert Tonomou gave insight into the Global Compact on Migration and
Trafficking. He promoted the message of assimilation of cultural richness among
migrants and refugees and enumerated possible steps to take. These include: (a)
Pastoral priority for communities; (b) Homily, education and media; (c) Long- and
short-term action plans; (d) Policies and programs focused on trafficking.

In

his

presentation

on

human

trafficking in the 21st century, Amb.
Martin Uhoimoibhi stated that Human
Trafficking is a 21st Century natural
emergency.

Citing

biblical

and

historical perspectives of human
slavery, he stressed the need for the
church and state to work together towards combating human Trafficking. On
prevention, he proposed advocacy, homily, pastoral care, capacity enhancement,
team work, prosecution and punishment and the need to train religious workers on
investigative questioning.

Session 4: Animating the 20 action points on migration
This session was facilitated by Archbishop Stephen Brislin, Archbishop of Cape
Town, South Africa and had participants from Sierra Leone, Central African
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Republic, Uganda and Mozambique. The focus here was on “welcoming, protecting,
promoting and integrating trafficked persons.
Fr. Fred Tusingire represented the director, Caritas Uganda. He placed emphasis on
prevention. He identified five points for the causes of human trafficking.
David Yambasu, director, Caritas Bo, Sierra Leone, accentuated on “welcome,” the
need to develop resources for advocacy, and the integration of social services. He
also talked on poor implementation of policies as one of the challenges in the fight
against human trafficking.
Fr. Soh Jules, of the Jesuit order, is the Executive National Secretary of the Episcopal
Mission for Migrants of the Central Africa Republic. He said they have structures
on ground for the reception and welcome of refugees. They also have special
tribunals set up to judge human right violations. This tribunals also provide support
for the victims. Fr. Jules said they plan to integrate people who had been displace
but have returned to their homes.

Mozambique representative, Juvenco
Reginaldo Matsinhe of CEMIRDE
talked on efforts made by his
organization to promote “welcome.”
He focused on organ trafficking and
the harvesting of organs for rituals and
said several workshops had been
organized within Mozambique both at societal and individual levels on the
campaigns against trafficking. He underscored that engagement with Muslims is
particularly important.
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Session 5: Updates
Bishop Donatus Ogun, Bishop of Uromi Diocese, Nigeria, presided over this
session. He pointed out a critical issue that is often overlook and that is the fact that
many young people pay to be trafficked.
Eamon Doran Santa Marta Group, UK, gave a global update on Santa Marta Group
network which involves 35 countries worldwide. The group’s activities are centred
on partnerships with countries, the police and the media. Doran opined that
participants committing themselves to engage in cross-border and cross-national
combat of trafficking will help the church actualize SDG goal 7 by 2025. He cited
the Apostleship of the Sea and oblates of the Holy Redeemer as examples of the
transnational networking, using police ethics and the media.

David Yambasu, director, Caritas Bo, Sierra Leone, presented a short synopsis of
where his country is now in the fight against human trafficking. He said for the last
ten years there has not been a single conviction in his country. He reiterated the need
for training of key personnel, the political will to enforce policy formation as well
as the Church reinforcing existing structures.

Fr. Fred Tusingire represented the director, Caritas Uganda, said, Uganda is a source,
transit and destination for human trafficking. He held that not enough has been done
to stop trafficking, neither by the
government nor by the Church. The
Church had just began conversations
with stakeholders.

Fr. Soh Jules, the Executive National
Secretary of the Episcopal Mission for
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Migrants of the Central Africa Republic, said victims of the conflicts in CAR suffer
sexual harassment, and are prone to prostitution and rape as a result of the war. He
also highlighted the challenges faced by children as young as 14years who are
enrolled as child soldiers.
Director Caritas South Africa, Fr. Peter-John Pearson said, the combat against
human trafficking showed great improvement in 2017. For the first time there were
convictions under the new Act of combating and prevention of trafficking in persons,
82 cases were being investigated, 23 were brought to court and they had eight
convictions. Prior to this time, he said, there was no political will for prosecution
and the legislation promulgated in 2013 is yet to be implemented. In terms of church
state relations, the Catholic Church is structurally involved in the interstate task
teams. Training of officials outside the south Africa police is slow, almost nonexistent.
Radoslaw Malinowski, Chief Executive Officer, Awareness Against Human
Trafficking (HAART), Kenya, said the country has a lot of traditional trafficking
where trafficking is merged with local culture such as child marriage or bringing
young boys from Ethiopia and Tanzania to be cattle herders. It is also a place where
people are brought from abroad, Uganda, Tanzania, Burundi, Congo, Rwanda and
women from Pakistan and India. While the country has robust laws, there is little
assistance from government, hence the church and non-profit organisations are left
with the responsibilities of protections and preventions. They train first responders
on how to identify victims of trafficking and how to pass that victim to the authorities
so that he or she can be assisted. A peculiar challenge he raised was the fact that
while there exist a good unit for the prosecution of traffickers, there is no protection
component. Thus, whenever the police raid the brothels and arrest the traffickers,
there is no place to take the victims.
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Presenting the Nigeria update, Oriakhi Onomen Priscilla,
Anti-Human Trafficking Program Associate, Caritas
Nigeria, said dating back to 1999 the Catholic Church in
Nigeria was the first and at the forefront in the fight against
human trafficking, particularly in Edo state which is an
endemic zone. The Church embarks on prevention
Advocacy. Prayer Advocacy is also carried out on the feast
day of St. Josephine Bakhita, 8th February each year.
On protection of trafficked persons, she said, the Edo state government is proactive
and have two special courts to try cases of human trafficking. They also have a State
Task Force. The Church through Caritas Nigeria also have community watch groups
situated in different communities. Their job is to help protect victims and act as spies
for the Church. An Inter faith conference was recently organised by Caritas and the
plan is to host such conference periodically. One other crucial issue she raised was
about young men who pay traffickers to take them to Asia where their organs are
harvested, these young men come back home and pretend as though nothing happen,
she however stated that Caritas Nigeria has very limited records on this aspect of
trafficking.
Danjuma Abdullahi gave insight on the northern Nigerian perspective of human
trafficking. His presentation highlighted that 6% out of the 13% of out-of-school
children in the northern states, comes from the north-western region. Displacements
due to Boko Haram insurgency in the north east region exposes children particularly
the girlchild to all types of abuse including sex for food and all manners of
undignified labour and poverty. He echoed the need to engage more religious leaders
beyond the Catholic Church in the fight against trafficking and child abuse.
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Day 2
Session 6: Prevention and enforcement
Panel discussion on issues bordering prevention and enforcement was chaired by Sr.
Anthonia Ugheighele, a member of the Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, working
in Edo State. This order engages in creating awareness of the dangers of trafficking
in the State.
Peter-John Pearson, Vicar-general of Cape Town, South Africa, gave insights on
some of the advocacy toolkit for countering TIP in the policy domain. He said
advocacy is about taking responsibility. The Church had attempted to bring change
by moral formation of those in leadership, but these had obvious limitations.
However, he held that, the privilege of the elite can be limited by organised
imaginative counter power. Hence there is a paradigm shift from the social teaching
of the church which appeals to the instinct of those in leadership who benefit from
such activities to those who are marginalised and have developed their own agency
to exercise their empowerment.

According to Fr. Peter-John, three
advocacy strands have emerged as a
result of this paradigm shift in the
catholic

social

teaching.

(a)

Acknowledge the power of activism:
people who do things that would not
allow issues to fall off the radar. (b)
Teaching: we believe if we teach correctly, people will act correctly. Hence, the need
to incorporate in school curricula and catechetical materials the important issues of
trafficking in persons. (c) Exercise responsible leverage at the point of power for
instance by influencing emerging legislation in parliaments.
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He numerated some focal points the church needs to recognize as it implements
advocacy strategies and emphasized that advocacy toolkits must be geared towards
them. They include (i) working from institution to institution i.e. church and state
working together; (ii) that the advocacy is relational; (iii) that it is broad based as
one cannot for instance easily separate the issue of trafficking from migration; (iv)
and advocacy is nonpartisan.
Social Media as a Tool for Combating Trafficking in Person was the title of
Radoslaw Malinowski‘s presentation. The founder and director of HAART stated
that access to internet is very important for the combat of human trafficking
especially in places where the media is not strong or where government or other
forces are in control of the media, in such cases social media is precious.
Social media, he said, is a viable tool for identifying trafficked victims. It can help
with coordination and provide direct assistance to persons in need. Social media can
also help to: (a) spread awareness directed at specific audience; (b) promote research
and learning about new strength; (c) Lobby for introduction and change of policy;
(d) provide channels of collaboration between partners. (e) raise funding from
diverse donors - individual donors as well as institutional donors using popular
internet platforms. On the flip side he said, social media also have great
disadvantages as there is lack of control, they are sometime sensitive to ideology and
encourages anonymity. It is widely used by organised criminal groups, traffickers
and terrorists.
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Representative of the United Nations
Office for Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
Abimbola

Adewumi,

spoke

on

effective referral mechanisms. She
said human traffickers have proved
time and again that they have very
strong coordinated referral when it
comes to trafficking people from rural areas to their destinations. She argued that,
for the battle against human trafficking to work, there is need to beat the traffickers
at their own game by equally using coordinated referrals. Combating human
trafficking without referral mechanisms, is like walking through a maze. As it stands,
different advocacy groups often engaged in different activities – i.e. legal, medical
and empowerment - at the same time or in some cases duplicating responsibilities as
none of them know what the other is doing. She said, developing a referral
mechanism does not mean establishing new services as most of these services
already exist in the different countries present, all that is required is to coordinate
these services. Referral systems cluster service providers according to thematic areas
or the services they provide in a coordinated manner across geographical zones,
states and government. These partners may include state and nonstate actors.
Session 7: Panel on Goal 16 of the
SDGs

Strengthening

Law

Enforcement Institutions
Fr. Frederick Tsuingire of Uganda
facilitated a panel of four resource
persons on Goal 16 of the SDGs
strengthening
institutions.
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law

enforcement

Jeffrey Ellis, Deputy Attaché, United State Department of Homeland Security
restated that strategy documents are significant frame work in the fight against
trafficking. According to him, “having a strategy document is an absolutely vital
framework to what we can do as a team between law enforcement and Santa Marta.”
He suggested the strategy document should be one that speaks to action documents,
documents that seek ways of moving forward. According to him, very high-level
documents are not very helpful. He also stated that information sharing across
institutions is key in this fight and knocking down barriers that prevent information
sharing is critical.
Arinze Orakwue, Director, Public Enlightenment for the National Agency for the
Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons, brought the conversation home by search
lighting some narratives peculiar to the Nigeria state. He said there had been
instances where interventions had been politicised. In such circumstances
governments in some states reject intervention because the opposition party rules at
the centre.
Margret Macebuh National Coordinator, Commission for Refugee Immigrants and
Seafarer for the Bishops Conference in Kenya, said, Kenya plays host to two major
harbours as such it receives many seafarers on its coasts. She stated that based on
her commission’s interactions with the country’s immigration, she can say that the
core values of immigration have been revised to be more customer focused and
encourages team work.
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Brenda Uji a journalist working with
the Africa Independent Television
(AIT), talked on the need for synergy
between

the

media

and

law

enforcement institutions working on
trafficked persons. She said it is
crucial for these agencies to involve
journalists in some of their activities including sting operations and making
information available. Protecting the identity of victims is important when telling
stories of trafficked persons. Hence, she suggested that beyond training of
journalists, personnel of law enforcement agencies can also be trained on how to
operate cameras in order to conceal identity of victims.

Session 8: Beyond trafficking: case scenarios for livelihoods
This panel of discussion session was chaired by Rev. Sister Florence Nwaonuma.
Dr. Richard Byrne from Harper Adams University, UK, works with Santa Marta
Group to develop Agric business in Edo state, south of Nigeria. He spoke on
“Growing Livelihoods” and focused on why agriculture is considered a tool to help
prevent youths from falling victim of trafficking. He said farming has an image
problem. It is associated in youths’ minds with low income and hard ground. It is
not a sexy occupation. One way to engage youths in farming is to change the lexicon
to perhaps Agri business, Agri venture, Agritech or better still Agriprenuer.
Agriprenuer seeks to combine agriculture and entrepreneurial behaviour.
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It means looking at a product and deciding how it would
give competitive advantage or add value to effectively
engage with the consumers. He said youths need to
acquire two main skills; (A) practical vocational skills on
running farms. (B) business skills on how to budget,
where the margins come from, what affects the margins
and how markets change. Dr. Byrne said, it is also
imperative to think how these youths can acquire lands,
as access to land is one of the biggest barriers. Here he suggested that the church can
help youths in accessing land for farming.
Rev. Fr. Stephen Dumbiri, of the Archdiocese of Benin City, is an associate of the
Santa Marta Group and oversees the Grow Edo Initiative. He said the Grow Edo
project is part of the response of the Santa Marta Group to the fight against human
trafficking. The aim is to motivate, train and empower youths in modern farming
through Agri hubs. The first of such Agri hubs is established in the archdiocese of
Benin city at Dumbiri Island. This hub is sponsored by the Catholic Bishops of
England and Wales through the Santa Marta Group with substantial contributions
from the Archdiocese. On this island, the first set of trainees began a one-year
training programme and have access to 50 archers of land. Contents of training
ranges from fish farming, poultry, pig and snail farming. They cultivate the soil using
tractorisation. Upon completion of training, participants are given the opportunity to
establish their farms on the island as this enables them to key into the resources of
the hub such as land, startup fund, consultancy, irrigation, modern implements
amongst others.
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Rev Sr. Monica Roland, the Superior
General of the Sisters of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus, spoke on the Impact of
Awareness Campaign in Edo State.
She

highlighted

some

of

the

contributions of her order. The SSHJ
has done awareness campaigns in
churches, schools and market places. Areas of focus include (a) restoring lost dignity
to areas affected; (b) encouraging young people to migrate through safe and genuine
means; (c) redeeming the image of Edo state to the outside world and; (d) bringing
to consciousness the dangers associated with human trafficking.
Elton Mudyazvivi, Agriculture and Value Chain Advisor at Catholic Relief Services
(CRS), represented by Joanne Nwosu, CRS Deputy Representative on Health in
Nigeria talked on social impact investing as a method of fund raising for start-ups.
He said impact investing is gaining popularity as a more sustainable and ethical way
of driving development when compared with traditional donor aids because it is
more sustaining. Impact investment is premised on social enterprises. “Social
enterprise is a business created to further a social purpose in a financially sustainable
way,”
It is not solely reliant on philanthropy
or aid. Citing example with a social
enterprise success in Uganda called
Eco-Fuel Africa, he described how
this

social

investment

increased

income along its values chain which
included poor farmers, women microretailers and households. Driving his argument home, he said, the purpose of
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bringing the concept of social investing into the issue of human trafficking, is to
harness the much-needed funding which abounds in the private sector while
governments and donors do not have enough to solve development problems.
Saving and internal lending communities was Amina Ahmad Mohammad’s area of
concentration. She is the Saving and Internal Lending Communities (SILC) expert
for Caritas, Nigeria. SILC according to her, is derived from traditional saving
practices geared at strengthening the livelihoods of people in communities where
they exist. It is a system for accumulated savings. It serves a dual purpose of saving
for investments and for emergencies. The objective is to provide members
opportunity to save as well as borrow money in groups of 15 -25 members. Each
group has a management, a general assembly and a committee of 7 officers. The
group becomes independent as time goes on.
Session 9: Psycho-social care for victims of Human
trafficking
This last session of the conference was chaired by Stephen
Kituku, the National Director Caritas, Kenya.
Dr

Lugard

Sadoh,

Department

of

Sociology

and

Anthropology, University of Benin representing prof.
Kokunre Agbontaen-Eghafona presented the paper “trauma
healing for victims of human trafficking.” He said trafficked
victims are traumatized and left with physical, emotional and psychological
disturbances. These disturbances impact on ability to take decisions or act
accordingly. Families of victims play crucial role in their reintegration back into
society. However, he said, these families are often a problem as they reject the
victims and regard them as failures, which further traumatizes them. The second
issue is the oath factor where victims take oaths of silence hence, they cannot recount
their experiences, and this increase their traumatic experience. The best kind of
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psychosocial intervention are tailor-made interventions designed according to
individual needs. He went ahead to describe some of the stages of recovery for a
victim of trafficking. They include [a] the victim; [b] the survivor and; [c] the leader.

In his presentation titled the Pastoral care for victims of
human trafficking, Rev. Fr. Mark Odion, Africa Project
coordinator of the Santa Marta Group maintained that
anybody can be a victim of trafficking, as such it is
imperative for the church to provide pastoral care for
affected persons. There are three stages through which the
church can key in pastorally to provide care for these victims
namely: [a] review concrete circumstances; [b] bearing in
mind the salvation of the individual, judgement should be formed on what has been
reviewed; [c] make decision based on these premises. He went further to enumerate
the five Ps of pastoral approach which are Prevention, Protection, Prayers,
Promotion and Partnership. He said, the goal of pastoral care is to help victims
overcome stigma, rebuild their lives and confidence, reunite victims with their local
communities, help victims out of abusive situations, prevent people from being
trafficked and mobilise people on how they can use local resources within their
reach.

Session 10: closing remarks
Rev, Fr. Evaristus conveyed his gratitude to all participants at the conference
particularly the Cardinal, archbishops, monsignor, bishops, the moderators,
panelists, facilitator, presenters as well as the trafficked victims who courageously
shared their stories. He also thanked the Caritas team and the Africa project
coordinator of the Santa Marta Group for all the effort they put into planning the
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conference. He encouraged participants to ensure they domesticate the outcome of
the conference when they return home.

Africa Project coordinator for Santa Marta Group Fr. Mark Odion, specially thanked
the bishop of Abuja diocese John Cardinal Onaiyekan and the president of the
Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, Archbishop Augustine Akubeze for
hosting the 2018 Santa Marta Group conference in Nigeria. Participants recited the
conference declaration of commitment to work together after which each of them
signed the communique.

{This conference summary is in part based on notes provided by Femi Adeojo,
Joseph Falashe and Justin Ekpa. Compiled by Onyinye Chime and edited by Fr.
Mark Odion.}
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